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1. RENCP historical background
The need for a coordinated NGO community within the education sector in Rwanda was felt by many
years ago, but the initiative lacked leadership. The education sector in Rwanda is endowed with many
development supporters, including local and international NGOs, donors and multilateral agencies. All
of these actors seek to contribute to the development of a quality education system that benefits the
Rwandan people. The Government of Rwanda occasionally organizes consultative meetings with these
partners. However, on account of the sheer numbers of NGOs, it has not been possible to involve all of
them in these consultations. Consequently, a need was identified to secure more NGO cooperation for
the purposes of representation and information sharing.
Following discussions with DfID and UNICEF, the education cooperating partner co-leaders in Rwanda,
SNV established the Rwanda Education NGO Coordination Platform (RENCP) in April 2009. A concept
note was prepared and shared within the Education Development Partners meetings and the
Education Cluster Group meetings held at the Ministry of Education. Members were invited to
formative meetings hosted on a rotating basis by various member organizations. During these
meetings, members elaborated the design of RENCP, developed terms of reference for its existence,
and formulated a tentative work plan for 2010. In
December 2009, RENCP came into existence.
A formal launch of RENCP took place in June 2010
with the participation of the Ministry of Education
(MINEDUC). A formal launch of RENCP took place
in June 2010 with the participation of the Ministry
of Education (MINEDUC). It seeks to become a
point for coordinated efforts and for sharing
information on education sector developments as
well as to formalize NGO representation in
education sector taskforces, workgroups and
consultation forums involving the Rwandan
government represented by the Ministry of
Education
(MINEDUC),
donors
and
other
stakeholders(Russel Mushanga, RENCP leader ).

Figure 1: RENCP launching event, June 2010

2. Overall objective of the study
The overall objective of the consultancy is to document the benefits, challenges, lessons learnt and
best practices of the RENCP since June 2010 to June 2011 and to determine to what extent the
objectives of the action plan have been met

2.1 Specific objectives
•

To document the lessons learned from RENCP
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•
•
•

Assess the current challenges the RENCP is facing
Propose recommendations to overcome those challenges
To produce a concrete
ncrete report that will be presented to UNICEF outlining progress towards
achieving the objectives of the action plan.

2.2 Expected results
A written consultancy report highlighting achievement of results, lessons learned, challenges faced
(including direct
ct quotations) and recommendations for further development of the platform
3. Sampling procedure
The convenient sampling has been used in this survey given the allocated time, availability and
experience/knowledge of the key persons from the organizations relating to the RENCP since its
establishment.
4. Methodology
Interviews were conducted with key persons from 10 organizations such as Concern World Wide, VSO,

Figure 3:RENCP
ENCP meeting, Top Tower Hotel 30 June 2011

Figure 2:: Brainstorming session on best practices of RENCP
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Save the Children, FAWE Rwanda, International Education Exchange, Wellspring Foundation, Plan
International, SNV, Ministry of Education and DFID. The interview lasted two working days at the work
offices and outside depending on the availability of the key persons. The brainstorming session was
conducted during the RENCP meeting on 30th June 2011 at Top Tower Hotel.
5. Interviews findings
5.1Benefits of membership to the RENCP

The RENCP has generated benefits since its establishment. RENCP members expressed the benefits of
membership to the RENCP as follow:

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing new contact in education sector: Easy to explain what other are doing in a specific
domain , where they are doing it
Learning opportunities: Members did Field visit in Zambia to PCC (Project Coordinating
Committee) and learn how to work together as organizations, networking and close
collaboration for greater impact in the community. In their visit to Zambia, MINEDUC was
represented.
Actualization of PTC module in collaboration with MINEDUC, SNV, CONCERN and other
stakeholders
Joint field visit in Nyaruguru and Huye districts on community involvement in education
through Parent Teacher Committees (PTCs)
working group and committees like special needs, in service teacher training and development,
community involvement, early childhood development
strategy development of In service teacher in collaboration with VSO, TSC and the MINEDUC
Exchange visits on community based in ECCD centers were conducted by Plan International,
UNICEF and Save the Children to Gatsibo and Gicumbi districts
RENCP has been a good space to share and to disseminate information on education policies
and key documents such as girl’s education policy, ESSP 2010-2015.

5.2 Lessons learned from the RENCP
Members acknowledged lessons from RENCP membership as explained during the interviews with
some organizations. Here are some lessons learned:

•
•

Recognition of RENCP by the Ministry of Education through launching in June 2010
New partnerships have been created: For example Plan International, FAWE&IEE on Girls’
education and Teacher Development ;Concern &Aegis Trust built partnership on Community
involvement through PTCs
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

RENCP members contributed to the study on equity and inclusion in education in Rwanda, a
study commissioned by UNICEF and the Ministry of Education(2010)
Flexibility of RENCP: The way of operating, innovation, shaping the structure.
Task forces/working groups: NGO study, thematic workshop, field visit preparation,
communications.
RENCP was represented in Partnership for Effective Education. The RENCP leader was
appointed as a member in the advisory board and co-facilitated two sessions with the Ministry
of education which brought together the CSO, Government and the Private Sector (2011)
Improved communication, coordination, knowledge sharing.
A good relationship has been built among NGOs operating in the education sector and also
between NGOs and MINEDUC
Alignment of NGOs with Education Sector Strategic Plan (SSP 2010-2011)has been improved
Participation in sector working group ,its sub-technical working groups and in joint working
groups with ministry has been increased

5.3 RENCP funding mechanism
As UNICEF has funded the first RENCP work plan, RENCP members proposed different strategies to
secure the coming joint plan. The propositions include:

•
•
•
•

Mobilizing other external resources with consistent project proposals
Increase commitment of RENCP members as early as possible and encourage them to budget
for it
RENCP members to give annually contribution
Cost minimization of RENCP funds for example using existing resources, infrastructures of
RENCP members

5.4 Challenges in RENCP
Though there are good lessons and benefits from RENCP membership, some challenges have been
mentioned:

•
•
•
•

Lack of commitment of some RENCP members
RENCP members are not always the same in the meetings : This influenced negatively the
progress of RENCP plan implementation
Inconsistency of NGO representative in some forums /events: better to have at least two
organizations to support each other in the event/meeting
Time constraints due to the existing plans of each organization
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5.5 Priorities in the next RENCP plan
Referring to the past experience, interviewees shared their views regarding the key activities to be
taken into consideration during the coming joint work plan:

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

To share and harmonize resources, and mutual learning to improve operations
To align RENCP activities with changing education development context : With division of
Labour, few partners are now active in the education sector, and the huge financing gap for the
ESSP 2010-2015 will not be bridged, therefore the NGOs have a potentially increasingly
important role as partners in helping MINEDUC to implement its ESSP especially in the areas in
which they are strong: training teachers, involving parents and communities, inclusive
education, early childhood development, etc.
To support M&E of ESSP through research, case studies,... to help feed into evidence-based
policy dialogue
To mobilize local NGOs for representation and build their capacities in terms of voice and
accountability so that they may be able to play a significant role in policy formulation,
monitoring and evaluation
To facilitate peer to peer learning for RENCP beneficiaries
To identify and ensuring membership of other NGOs in education
To building strong relationship with the Ministry of education
To prepare orientation session to new organizations coming in
To strengthen the task forces and committees (ECCD, special needs, community involvement, in
service teacher development)and identify challenges
To organize thematic conference

5.6 Recommendations for further improvement
For further improvement of RENCP, recommendations have been formulated with respect to the
leadership,
meeting’s
agenda
setting
and
process,
communication(internally
and
externally),committees functioning, representation at macro level (MINEDUC, Donors), summits,
workshops, and information sharing through Website.
5.6.1 Leadership
It has been recommended that:

•

•

The RENCP should plan the capacity building of RENCP itself on key points like education and
leadership. This training will increase the awareness of NGOs leaders on the benefits of the
platform
The Chairing and Co chairing organization should work together in decision making and
communicating to RENCP members in interchangeable way.
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5.6.2 Meeting’s agenda setting and process
Interviewees gave the following recommendations:

•
•

Communicating in advance and proposing the topics to be covered before the meeting
Shortening the time of the meeting between one hour and half and two hours (1h30’-2hrs)

5.6.2 Communication, internally and externally
The following recommendations have been pointed out:

•
•

Need of a permanent focal point from the Ministry of education and from RENCP members
Emphasizing on digital communication among RENCP members and other partners

5.6.3 Committees – How they are set up and how they function
•
•
•

Specifying the role and responsibilities committees
Self evaluation in transparency and participatory way
Harmonize reporting formats for committees and thematic RENCP working groups

5.6.4 Representation – At macro level (MINEDUC, Donors), summits, workshops

•
•

RENCP to be represented at least by two organizations in a big forum/meetings
Meeting of RENCP members to bring their inputs before representation in a meeting with other
partners.

5.6.5 Information sharing- Website

•
•
•
•
•

Having a focal point person from each organization member of RENCP
Encouraging RENCP members to give suggestions and successful stories of their activities
Hiring webmaster for communication and related duties
Annually update of RENCP members’ new information regarding their daily activities
Link of MINEDUC for Policy documents

6 .Key achievements for the last period
From RENCP joint annual plan June 2010-June 2011, here below are some key achievements as
mentioned by RENCP members:

•

Website design by Well sping and functioning: www.rencp.org
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Joint field visit for peer to peer learning
RENCP committees were set up
Develop a joint annual work plan
Hold regular platform meetings
Joint field visits to member operational areas for experience sharing
Represent RENCP in education Cluster group meetings
Participate in JRES preparations and other MINEDUC/Donor activities
Undertake NGO coordination orientation: Zambia study visit
Conduct survey to identify capacity needs of local education NGOs
Publish yearly booklet to inform education sector about RENCP members’ activities.

The activities that were not achieved is because of the delay of the budget from UNICEF to meet the
timeframe of the RENCP Joint plan implementation. It is also due to the Time constraints of RENCP
member organizations because of their plans
7. Description of the RENCP initiative
Some interviewees described RENCP in different point of views as
follows:

•

“RENCP came at the right time, given the insufficient human
resources at the Ministry and district level in handling
education issues. It is good to work as one person, with one
voice” .As Rwandan proverb says: ’ If you want to go fast, go
alone, if you want to go far, go together’. David Rugaju,
Education Programme manager, Concern World Wide

•

“RENCP is a good starting point which needs to be improved”, Charlotte Philips, VSO
“RENCP is a good initiative which brings together the major
stakeholders in education in order to avoid activities
duplications. It also contributes to the improvement of
education sector in the country”. Pacifique Ingabire, FAWE
Rwanda

“RENCP is proving to be a tremendous asset to our own
organizations, it is a place where we have made new friends
and where we consistently learn from each other on what is
happening in the sector”, Jeffery Komant, Country director
Well Spring
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•

“RENCP is a platform and arena to advocate for education, for mutual learning and to support
the Ministry of education”. Nathan, Country director International Education Exchange

“RENCP is an innovative initiative highlighting the role of NGOs in
Rwanda. By effectively working together, NGOs have accomplished many
things, for the betterment of education in Rwanda. The self coordination
should be replicated inside and outside Rwanda and in other sectors as
well”. Russel Mushanga, SNV Senior Advisor and first Chairperson of
RENCP.

•

“It’s a platform in which member organizations share information and communicate with each
other about issues in the education sector”, Alfred Mupenzi, Plan International

8. The RENCP in the five coming years
The interviewees gave their own vision about the RENCP in the five coming years

•

It is a potential organ having a secretariat, a capacity building unit, a strong coordination body,
spokesperson in the education sector, a forum bringing together highly technical experts and
policy makers and having influence on policy formulation, implementation and evaluation. It is
a consultative platform with ideas and advices. RENCP is seen as a good partner of local NGOs
in education providing mentorship and coaching.

•

RENCP is a larger and capturer of all INGOs working in education sector, more inclusive, donors
are more engaged, participate and share experience. Senior managers participate in RENCP
activities, and decisions are quickly made. MINEDUC views RENCP as a forum of good
stakeholders and the relations are strengthened. All NGOs are involved and work together with
the MINEDUC and donors.

“RENCP acting very much, support for policy formulation, having
positive reflection, consistent meetings, partnership strengthened,
source of more sector platforms working in the same way. Nathan,
Country director, IEE

“Committees represent the critical success factors of the Platform. The real work is at committee’s level
where it is easy to deal with issues thematically and in a qualitative manner. In the committees,
organizations easily share approaches and success stories, thereby becoming more efficient and
effective. This also facilitates partnership building. Russel Mushanga, SNV Senior Advisor and 1st
RENCP Chairperson.
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9. Conclusion
The RENCP is as self coordinated forum, recognized by the Ministry of Education and serves as an open
space for information sharing, learning from each other. Its first joint work plan has been funded by
UNICEF. The RENCP has achieved a lot given the limited time of implementation of the annual plan.
Members are aiming at improving the current way of functioning through a number of activities such
as strengthening the committees, task forces and supporting the Ministry of Education in ESSP 20102015 implementation.
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ANNEX 1
List of the Organizations for interviews
N°
1

Organisation
Concern worldwide

Key person
David Rugaju

2
3

DfID
VSO

Netty Butera
Charlotte Philips

4
5
6
7
8

Save the Children
Fawe Rwanda
Wellspring
IEE
Mineduc

Ruth Mbabazi
Nzeyimana Peter
Ingabire Pacifique
Jeffery Komant
Nathan
Gerard

9
10

Plan Rwanda
SNV Rwanda

Alfred Mupenzi
Russel Mushanga

12

Position
Education programme
manager
Education programme officer
Senior Education programme
manager
Education programme manager
ECCD coordinator
Assist Programme officer
Country director
Country director
Post
basic
education
coordinator
Education Advisor
SNV senior advisor

ANNEX II
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Introduction:
Dear Madam, Sir
This survey is aiming at documenting the benefits, challenges, lessons learnt and best practices of the
Rwanda Education NGOs Coordination Platform (RENCP) since its establishment to date (June 2011)
and to determine to what extent its objectives have been met. The answers you provide will be treated
with confidentiality and will only be used for the survey purposes.
Therefore, we kindly request you to share with us your views in relation to the questions below:
SECTION A: Respondent identification
Name of the organization:………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Your names:……………………………………………………….Function………………………………………………………
SECTION B: questions
1. What would you say have been the benefits of your membership to the RENCP?
2. According to your organization’s experience, what are the good lessons you have learned from
the RENCP?
3. Funding for the 2010/11 work plan was provided by Unicef. How do you propose to finance
future RENCP work plans?
4. What challenges did you face in RENCP in your membership of RENCP?
5. What should be the priorities in the next RENCP plan?
6. What are your recommendations for further improvement?
a. In leadership
b. In meetings agenda setting and process
c. In communication, internally and externally
d. In Committees – How they are set up and how they function
e. In Representation – At macro level (MINEDUC, Donors), summits, workshops et
f. In information sharing- Website, etc
g. In other
7. What are the key achievements for the last period?
8. What are the reasons behind those activities which have been not accomplished?
9. If you were to describe the RENCP initiative in one sentence, what would you say?
10. Where and how do you see the RENCP in the five coming years?
Thanks for your cooperation
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Organisation

A Partner in Education (APIE),

Action Aid Rwanda

ADRA Rwanda

Aegis Trust/Kigali Memorial Centre

Care International

Catholic Relief Services

Concern World Wide

FAWE Rwanda

Handicap International

Imbuto Foundation

Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS)

Millennium Villages

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

0788760273
0788303945

Rutebuka Hope Sylvia

0785646418

0788846759

John Mugabo

Gerard J. Clarke, sj

Nyakare Peter

0788416530

0788518162

Kamugisha Angélique
Gihana Donatha

0788747503

0788305037

Origene Rutayisire
David Rugaaju

0785226185

0788522355

0788306734

0788472689

0782299323

TEL /Mobile

Vicky Frantz

Emile Ruzibiza

Maggie Ziegler

Sebahire Joseph

Uwamariya Olive

Stephen Bayley

Contact person (s)

RENCP members

rutebuka86@yahoo.com

mugabusse@yahoo.com

gclarke@jesuit.ie

peter@imbutofoundation.org

lnyirahabiyambere@hi.org.rw

fawerwa@rwanda1.com

angekamugisha@concern.net

davidrugaaju@concern.net

orutayisire@rw.caro.crs.org

Vicky_frartz@yahoo.com

Emiler.rw@co.care.org

Karen.shulman@gmail.com

fn@adra.org.rw

uwamariya@actionaid.org

stephenbayley@hotmail.com

Email

ANNEX III

PLAN International

REACH

Right to Play

Save the Children, UK

International Education Exchange

Volunteer Services Overseas (VSO)

Wellspring Foundation

World Vision International

Mindfulness Without Boarders

One Laptop Per Child

CHF International Rwanda
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

0788305244
0788647326

Russel Mushanga
Sylvestre Musengimana

Jane Mutoni

Julia Reynolds

Patrick Iregura

15

0750552766

0 783005900

0788304440

0788475155

Jeffery Komant
Nsengiyumva Vital

0785325092

jmutoni@rw.chfinternational.org

julia@laptop.org

irepashizo@gmail.com

nsengiyumva-vital@wvi.org

jeff@thewellspringfoundation.com

mark@thewellspringfoundation.com

charlotte.phillips@vsoint.org

0788577 932

Charlotte Phillips
Mark Thiessen

ruthmbabazi@vsoint.org

skeith@educationalexchange.org

cd@savethechildren.org.rw

jmukakalisa@righttoplay.com

entaganda@fawerw.org

0788538377

0783629234

0788302730

0788303878

0788303671

Mupenzi.alfred@plan-international.org

smusengimana@snvworld.org

rmushanga@snvworld.org

uegidia@snvworld.org

jschaeffer@snvworld.org

rmushanga@snvworld.org

Mbabazi Ruth

Savannah Keith, Nathan

Maman Sidikou

Josephine Mukakalisa

Ntaganda Emmanuel

0788860482

0788406948

Uwera Egidia

Mupenzi Alfred

0785270589

0788305244

Joerg Schaeffer

Development Mushanga Russel

Netherlands
Organisation (SNV)
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